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NFL Draft 2020 Scouting Report: ILB Jordyn Brooks, Texas 

Tech 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

  

Our Quick Hit (QH) scouting reports are a modified/shorter version of our full-scale reports. On these 

Quick Hits, I look at a lesser amount of tape and write a shorter amount of flowy words – these are 

usually designed more for sleeper prospects that I want to get more acquainted with and if something 

really jumps out, I’ll go deeper. It’s just me trying to get in and get out and deliver the pertinent notes to 

you for your consideration and for review later if they start to make waves in a year or two. 

I’ll do a chunk of these pre-Draft and then more after the Draft, going through the players that caught 

my attention in the draft (because of how high they were taken) or that I stumble across in training camp 

or the preseason that catch my eye. 

Most of my notes on these Quick Hits will be short and sweet bullet points versions of our full-

scale reports. Enjoy… 

 

============================ 

I was not tracking Jordyn Brooks as a top prospect from my early tape previews. I liked him but I wasn’t 

sensing a 1st-round draft pick type prospect. Then we ran the computer scouting models and suddenly 

we had a 1st-round projection on our hands. I wanted to take a deeper look at what the computer was 

clearly seeing as a very good NFL Draft prospect… 

  

BACKGROUND… 

 -- 1st-team Big 12 linebacker, 2nd-team all-American 

 -- Senior Bowl invite who could not participate due to minor injury. 

 -- #1 in Big 12 (2019) in TFLs with 20.0 (#6 in the NCAAs) 

 -- #7 in career total tackles Big 12. 

 -- He is a studious/focused athlete – heavy on training and nutrition to improve/maintain his 

abilities/stamina. 
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GAME TAPE AND RANDOM NOTES… 

 -- The movement skills are there, for sure. 4.5+ speed at the Combine, but you can see it ‘pop’ on tape 

too. Brooks does an amazing job of delaying his movement at first, reading the play/landscape, and then 

darting into the backfield once he sees the situation or a lane opens up.  He’s excellent at piercing the 

line of scrimmage on pass plays with delayed blitzes. Watching him get into the backfield almost 

untouched time and time again is a sight to behold. 

…thus, the 20.0 TFLs this past CFB season. 

 -- The problem, maybe, with that great blitzkrieg style/skill…his ‘traditional’ ILB play is a bit in question. 

How often is your ILB delay blitzing the interior in the NFL? NFL QBs will eat that alive if a linebacker is 

coming forward/selling out inside every other play…as soon as the ILB abandons the middle, the QB will 

hit a TE or WR crossing over the empty space with Brooks racing into the backfield 5+ yards away from 

the throw/catch happening. 

When Brooks sits in as a traditional linebacker…just ignoring all his delayed backfield blitzes…he looks 

like a decent ILB, but not off the charts. He struggles a bit in coverage because he’s always looking at the 

backfield, so he gets caught looking and loses the receiver because his mind is wanting to rush forward – 

and he can get away with that in college, but not in the pros several times a game. 

 -- He may be more 4-3 OLB or 3-4 ILB…but the one who roams instead of the one staying home 

patrolling the middle. He might be a nice Joker linebacker. A ‘classic’ or ‘traditional’ ILB, he may not be. 

…BUT he has all the tools to be coached into either traditional interior linebacker play, or more of a 

roam the field/Joker linebacker, or more outside linebacker who can do a bit of everything and play 

sideline-to-sideline. 

His heart/mindset…what gets him noticed in college – is his ability to rush the backfield, and that can be 

a head-fake for scouts because it looks cool on tape but rare are interior linebackers getting 10+ TFLs a 

season in the NFL. Which is why Kenneth Murray is a bit of a different type of linebacker to compare to 

Brooks. Murray is more traditional in his play but also has that high-end athleticism like Brooks. 

 -- Brooks has all the physical tools… 

Good short burst/acceleration and also nice long speed to chase things down. 

Seems very agile (no three-cone at the Combine to confirm) to pick through traffic and halt juking 

ballcarriers. 

Solid form tackler, willing tackler. 

Speed enough to cover, though it’s not his best skill right now…but he can learn/improve it because he 

has all the tools for it. 
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 -- A very serious, focused athlete/player. He’s not the joking around type but he’s liked and respected in 

the locker room. 

  

Jordyn Brooks, Through the Lens of Our ILB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- 10 or more total tackles in seven of his last 13 games in college.  

 -- 2.0 or more TFLs in a game in six of his last 9 games in college. 

 -- Worrisome trend… 

Against Oklahoma, Baylor, TCU 2x the past two seasons: 

46 total tackles (7.7 per game) 

20 solo tackles (3.3 per game) 

26 assisted tackles (4.3 per game) 

A big dip in total (and solo) tackles per game than normal against his top opponents. More assisted/low 

solo tackle counts than solo tackles here…and that’s worrisome too. It might portend a chaser 

linebacker versus a true rock in the middle leading a defense.  

 

6’0.0”/240, 9.13” hands, 32.87” arms, 4.54 40-time, 1.62 10-yard = Jordyn Brooks (2020 Combine) 

6’2.4”/241, 9.50” hands, 32.75” arms, 4.52 40-time, 1.59 10-yard = Kenneth Murray (2020 Combine) 

 

2020 NFL Combine Data: 

6’0”/240, 9 1/8” hands, 32 7/8” arms 

4.54 40-time, 2.67 20-yard, 1.62 10-yard 

No other drills done 
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The Historical ILB Prospects to Whom Jordyn Brooks Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

A better tackling, better locker room Roquan Smith might be a comp.  

A smaller James Farrior makes sense for upside.  

*I keep seeing Kenny Young come up as a comp for many good ILB prospects. The Rams chased after 

him in trade this past year, and let Cory Littleton walk… 

 

ILB 
Score 

Last First Yr 
 

College H H W   Tackle, 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed, 
Agility 
Metric 

8.559 Brooks Jordyn 2020 Texas Tech 6 0.0 240 
 

9.02 10.94 

9.908 Farrior James 1997 Virginia 6 1.0 245 
 

8.91 8.94 

7.842 Young Kenny 2018 UCLA 6 1.0 236 
 

9.01 7.61 

7.560 Smith Roquan 2018 Georgia 6 0.7 236 
 

8.52 9.47 

8.987 McCarthy Colin 2011 Mia, Fla 6 1.3 238 
 

8.78 9.21 

7.113 Kimbrough Jeremy 2013 AppSt 5 9.0 235 
 

9.44 8.01 

7.003 Summers  Ty 2019 TCU 6 1.3 241 
 

8.93 9.14 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An attempt 

to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as to gauge how physical the player is, and the 

likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more 

ground. 
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2020 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I see Brooks projected as high as the late 1st-round and as low as day three. I think he’s probably more 

of a day two draft selection, 2nd-round. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d have some interest in Brooks in a roaming/Joker LB position, but I wouldn’t 

overpay for him. I’d look more for a deal/him falling in the draft and being OK if I missed on him. There’s 

nice NFL talent here but I wouldn’t want to overpay for it. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Should be a solid NFL player, but I feel he has an NFL upside to have his game changed/coached in a way 

to be a more well-rounded linebacker and not just a ‘rush the backfield ace’…though there’s NFL value 

in just being able to do that.  
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